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Corporate Financial Management
The only text to strike a balance between solid financial theory and practical
applications, Brigham/Ehrhardt’s FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND
PRACTICE, 15e gives you a thorough understanding of the essential concepts
you need to develop and implement effective financial strategies. The book
begins with a presentation of corporate finance fundamentals before progressing
to discussions of specific techniques used to maximize the value of a firm. It also
explores the recent financial and economic crises and the role of finance in the
business world. With its relevant and engaging presentation, numerous
examples, and emphasis on Excel usage, this text serves as a complete
reference tool for you in your academic or business career. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Go undercover and explore how finance theory works in practice with Corporate
Financial Management, fourth edition. Find out how financial decisions are made
within a firm, how projects are appraised to make investment decisions, how to
evaluate risk and return, where to raise finance from and how, ultimately, to
create value.
Suitable for MBA and intermediate undergraduate-level corporate finance or
financial management courses, this work helps students to develop financial
intuition and make better decisions. It also integrates the major developments
made in finance, such as options, agency theory and new research about the
impact of asymmetric information.
Target Market: MBA or Undergraduate Corporate Finance Courses or Financial
Management Emery, Finnery, Stowe is the only corporate finance text to bridge
the gap between theory and practice with a unique pedogical framework, and the
expertise of a researcher, practitioner, and teacher. Instructors and professors
agree that bringing real word examples into the corp. fin course is paramount, but
doing this in a way that harnesses the theory is tough. E/F/S connects the theory
with practice like no other text, not only due to the fact that each author brings a
special expertise to the table, but through the 12 principles that tie the texts
concepts together.
This text on corporate financial management covers topics such as project
appraisal, risk and project appraisal, equity capital, debt finance, value-based
management, capital structure, and dividend policy.
This book reflects the most current approaches in corporate financial management and shows
financial professionals how approaches such as ABC, ABM, TQM, JIT, total customer
satisfaction, and value chain management can influence business performance in order to
maximize shareholder wealth.
Discusses the purpose of financial analysis, covers statements, cashflow, risk, capital
structure, dividend policies, financing, liabilities management, and corporate acquisitions, and
shares applications for each technique
This thorough, comprehensive introduction to international financial management provides an
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expert guide to the workings of international capital markets, the financing of international
business, the complexities of international taxation and the use of financial instruments such as
swaps and options. Written by professionals, the book guides the reader through each key
topic, targeting the issues underpinning successful financial strategy in the global markets of
the 1990s.
Financial management refers to the efficient and effective management of money (funds) in
such a manner as to accomplish the objectives of the organization. It is the specialized function
directly associated with the top management. The significance of this function is not only seen
in the 'Line' but also in the capacity of 'Staff' in overall administration of a company. It has been
defined differently by different experts in the field. It includes how to raise the capital, how to
allocate it i.e. capital budgeting. Not only about long term budgeting but also how to allocate
the short term resources like current assets. It also deals with the dividend policies of the share
holders. DEFINITION of 'Strategic Financial Management ' Managing an organization's
financial resources so as to achieve its business objectives and maximize its value. Strategic
financial management involves a defined sequence of steps that encompasses the full range of
a company's finances, from setting out objectives and identifying resources, analyzing data
and making financial decisions, to tracking the variance between actual and budgeted results
and identifying the reasons for this variance. The term "strategic" means that this approach to
financial management has a long-term horizon.
Corporate Controller's Handbook of Financial Management is a comprehensive source of
practical solutions, strategies, techniques, procedures, and formulas covering all key aspects
of accounting and financial management. Its examples, checklists, step-by-step instructions,
and other practical working tools simplify complex financial management issues and give
CFOs, corporate financial managers, and controllers quick answers to day-to-day questions.
The Handbook covers important developments in government rules, accounting procedures,
taxation and information technology. It includes references to relevant topics of the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification references, as well as Accounting Standards Updates. The
practical, hands-on guidance helps diagnose a firm's financial health, boost financial results,
avoid unpleasant surprises, cut costs, and make financial decisions with confidence.
Corporate Financial Strategy is a practical guide to understanding the elements of financial
strategy, and how directors and advisors can add value by tailoring financial strategy to
complement corporate strategy. The book sets out appropriate financial strategies over the key
milestones in a company's life. It discusses the practicalities behind transactions such as: *
Raising venture capital * Flotation on a stock exchange * Making acquisitions * Management
buyouts * Financial restructuring In explaining financing structures, the book sets out the basic
building blocks of any financial instrument to enable the reader to appreciate innovations in the
field. It also illustrates how and why different types of security might be used. The second
edition of this very popular textbook brings to bear the considerable commercial and academic
experience of its co-authors. Throughout, the book offers a range of up-to-date case studies,
abundant diagrams and figures, and frequent 'Working Insight' sections to provide practical
illumination of the theory. This book will enable you to understand the potential value added by
the best financial strategy, while fully demonstrating the working role of financial strategy within
an overall corporate strategy. An excellent practical guide for senior financial managers,
strategic-decision makers and qualified accountants, the text is also invaluable as a clearsighted and thorough companion for students and senior executives on finance courses
(including MBA, MSc and DMS).
This bundle book explain corporate finance in a detailed, but business-friendly way. This isn't a
package of textbooks to teach you how to become an accountant or a risk manager for a major
bank; it's a package that will introduce you to the five basic areas of finance that make the
most difference to investors and business managers.
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This title is supported by MyFinanceLab, an online homework and tutorial system which can be
used by students for self-directed study or instructors can choose to fully integrate this
eLearning technology into the delivery of their course.
Successful financial management begins with a solid understanding of the organization's
strategic goals and objectives as well as its day-to-day business practices. Based in sound
financial theory and journal literature augmented by common business policies, STRATEGIC
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: APPLICATIONS OF CORPORATE FINANCE gives you the
essential tools, techniques, and concepts you need in order to understand financial
management from a strategic and operational perspective. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
A practical and accessible overview of the fundamentals of business finance--now in its third
edition. Managers are constantly expected to make decisions that reflect a full understanding
of the financial consequences. In the absence of formal training, few people are prepared for
the responsibilities of dealing with management reports, budgets, and capital proposals, and
find themselves embarrassed by their lack of understanding. This book is a practical guide to
understanding and managing financial responsibilities. Each chapter examines actual tasks
managers have to do, from "how to assemble a budget," "how to read variances on a report,"
to "how to construct a proposal to invest in new equipment," exploring the principles that can
be applied to each task, illustrating practical ways these principles are used, and providing
guidance for implementation. Guide to Financial Management will help readers understand
financial jargon, financial statements, management accounts, performance measures,
budgeting, costing, pricing, decision-making, and investment appraisal. This third edition has
been fully revised and expanded with detailed examples from 100 leading businesses around
the world.

This package contains: *9780273687269 - Arnold - Corporate Financial
Management *9780273646143 - Nellis - Principles of Macroeconomics
This three-volume series on corporate financial management stresses the
importance for non-finance managers to learn the fine art of financial
management. The first book in this series introduces four aspects of this subject
time value of money, sources o
With the same contemporary approach and dynamic examples that made
previous editions so popular, FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT, 14e continues to provide students with a focused understanding
of today's corporate finance and financial management. This market-leading text
offers a unique balance of clear concepts, contemporary theory, and practical
applications in order to help students understand the concepts and reasons
behind corporate budgeting, financing, working capital decision making,
forecasting, valuation, and Time Value of Money (TVM). Offering the most cuttingedge coverage available, the Fourteenth Edition includes discussions of the
federal debt, the ongoing recovery of financial markets, and the European debt
crisis. Numerous practical examples, Quick Questions, and Integrated Cases
demonstrate theory in action. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This book investigates how businesses can adapt their executive and fiscal
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practices to adopt an ethical, equal-opportunity approach. The authors
demonstrate how corporations can create sustainable work environments that
embrace feminist care ethics and ground their research in a strong theoretical
discussion of this relatively new framework. The discussion has a
multidisciplinary outlook and explores how the concept of care ethics might be
successfully applied to various professional contexts. Later chapters present
findings from an empirical case study conducted in Australia and use both
qualitative and quantitative methods to analyse the potential power of a feminist
care of ethics approach within commercial and corporate management.
CCH's Corporate Controller's Handbook of Financial Management is a
comprehensive source of practical solutions, strategies, techniques, procedures,
and formulas covering all key aspects of accounting and financial management.
Its examples, checklists, step-by-step instructions, and other practical working
tools simplify complex financial management issues and give CFOs, corporate
financial managers, and controllers quick answers to day-to-day questions.
The 6th Edition of this highly respected text is comprehensive yet accessible,
with real-world case studies to ground you in the application of important
concepts. Written with authority by authors steeped in the financial world, the
book offers a comprehensive survey of the theory and practice of corporate
finance for anyone studying the topic by itself or within business, accounting,
finance, banking or economics courses, teaching you how to make informed,
successful financial decisions that are crucial for a career in business. It explores
topics such as investment appraisal, risk and return, sources of finance, and risk
management, including derivatives, and gives a unique treatment of corporate
value. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search
for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study
share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download),
available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll
gain instant access to this eBook. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an
expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you
have your Bookshelf installed.
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